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Abstract The doping dependent isotope effect in cuprates
is explained in the framework of shape resonances in the
superconducting gaps (belonging to the class of Fano res-
onances) in multicondensate superconductors. This new
paradigm for high temperature superconductivity is based
on the recent Fermiology scenario emerging from dHvA and
quantum oscillation data showing a 2.5 Lifshitz topological
transition due to the appearance of new small Fermi surface
in the underdoped regime. The isotope effect is calculated
for an electronic system near a band edge for a superlattice
of stripes. The model reproduces the doping dependence
of the isotope exponent behavior in cuprates and allows to
identify the relative role of the intraband Cooper pairing and
the configuration interaction between pairing channels from
experimental data.

Keywords Multi-condensate superconductors · Shape
resonance · Fano resonance · Lifshitz transition · Isotope
effect

1 Introduction

There is growing compelling evidence for the presence of a
2.5 Lifshitz electronic topological transitions in the normal
phase of cuprate superconductors changing the doping of the
CuO2 layer [1] following the extended experimental activity
in the detection of Fermi surface pockets in cuprate super-
conductors [2–11]. These results imply the paradigm shift
away from the “single band,” “single component” dogma for
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high temperature superconductivity near a Mott insulator.
The “single band” dogma, was assumed by the majority of
the scientific community for more than 25 years motivated
by theoretical arguments against experimental data showing
multiple electronic components [12–14], and proposed the-
ories considering a normal metal with multiple bands [15]
and multigap multi-condensate superconductivity [16, 17].

The Fermi surface reconstruction can be due to magnetic
or charge or lattice modulations. The lattice complexity has
been unveiled by experimental probes using synchrotron
radiation, Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EX-
AFS), and X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES)
that have been shown to detect structural nanoscale poly-
morphism with deviation from the average structure like
in surfaces [18], layered oxides [19], and liquids [20, 21].
These methods have allowed the identification of short range
lattice fluctuations that decorate the CuO2 plane by lattice
stripes [22–27] with ordering of oxygen interstitials [28, 29]
and local lattice distortions [30–35].

Different electronic components (ii) polaronic charge
carriers compete and coexist with delocalized carriers in
a different Fermi surface spots [36, 37]. In this scenario,
the high temperature superconductors show a generic com-
plex phase separation [38] with the appearance of supercon-
ductivity in a complex network of superconducting striped
grains [39, 40].

In order to solve the mechanism for high Tc supercon-
ductivity, the interpretation of the anomalous isotope effects
[41–46] remains of high interest.

In this paper, we provide a possible interpretation of the
anomalous isotope effect as arising from the proximity of
the chemical potential to a 2.5 Lifshitz transition in the nor-
mal phase considering multi-condensate superconductivity
in striped superconducting domains [47–51]. The insulator
to superconductor transition (SIT) at hole doping δ = 1/16
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Fig. 1 Doping dependence of the Fermi surface topology in doped
Mott insulators: cuprates as deduced by quantum oscillation experi-
mental data Refs. [1, 2] in hole doped cuprates. At the critical hole dop-
ing PL = 2/16 there is a 2.5 Lifshitz transition where the reconstructed
Fermi surface of the normal phase undergoes a change of topology: the
electron like blue lines indicate a open 1D Fermi surfaces, the closed
red spots are small electron pockets appearing at PL. At p∗ ≈ 3/16 the
two small Fermi surfaces merges in the large Fermi surface predicted
for the undistorted lattice at high doping

occurs with the appearance of Fermi surface spot modeled
as a one dimensional band as shown in Fig. 1. The quantum
oscillation data [1] show that at doping PL = 2/16 a second
electron-like circular Fermi surface (red in color on line) ap-
pears. Beyond the second critical doping p*, the large Fermi
surface (blue color on line) of the undistorted CuO2 plane
appears.

The appearance of the second electron Fermi surface
shown in Fig. 1 is a 2.5 Lifshitz topological transition from
a single band to a two-band superconductor with the appear-
ance of a second electron-like closed Fermi surfaces. This
2.5 Lifshitz transition is an electronic topological transition
(ETT) for the appearing of a new 2D Fermi surface spot.

Here, we present a simple theoretical model that is able
to grab the essential physics of multicomponent supercon-
ductivity near a 2.5 Lifshitz transition [37–41]. The model
includes the BEC-BCS crossover in a multi condensate su-
perconductor and predicts the doping dependent isotope ef-
fect [41, 42].

The experimental determination of the isotope effect on
the superconducting critical temperature Tc of simple metals
[52, 53] induced by the isotope substitution has been found
to follow a power law dependence Tc ∝ M−α , where M is
the atomic mass and α is the isotope coefficient (IC). The ex-
ponent α = 0.5 in agreement with the prediction of the BCS
theory is usually observed in conventional BCS supercon-
ductors. This experimental agreement has been considered
the definitive proof for the electron-phonon interaction driv-
ing the formation of the electron pairs on the Fermi surface.

The IC exponent α = 0.5 is correct only for the case of a
single band metal with a large Fermi surface, a high Fermi
energy, and a constant density of states (DOS) above and be-
low EF for a harmonic electron-lattice interaction. Most of
the isotope measurements in cuprate superconductors have
been performed by replacing 16O with 18O [41–44]. The
measured change of Tc with isotope substitution of atoms
other than oxygen is very small. The dominant isotope ef-
fect in the case of YBa2Cu3O7−y (Y123) is associated with

the planar O’s, and this suggests that the planar tilting or
buckling modes in the CuO2 layers determine an important
phonon contribution to the effective e–e pairing interaction.
Y123 shows at low doping an isotope effect of the order of
0.5 and drops in the range of optimum doping, Tc = 92 K,
at very small values of α between 0.0 and 0.1 like for the
La214 families. These strong deviations of the IC from the
standard 0.5 value have been considered the smoking gun
for unconventional superconductivity.

Various attempts have been made to explain the pecu-
liar features of the isotope coefficient in cuprate supercon-
ductors by taking into account the effects of anharmonicity,
temperature dependent strong magnetic pair breaking due
to impurities, condensation of charged and interacting local
bosons, and structural instability [52, 53].

2 The Model

Considering the phase diagram of cuprate superconductors
in the range of the doping smaller than PL = 1/8, the planar
metallic layers show a Fermi surface topology made of open
lines or arcs as shown in Fig. 1. The physical origin of this
one-dimensional (1D) Fermi surface in this doping range is
well known as the stripes scenario where the 2D metal is
decorated by a striped pattern of lattice, spin, and charge
modulations. The Lifshitz transition from a one-dimensional
(1D) Fermi surface to a second metal with two Fermi sur-
faces, made of first 1D and second 2D Fermi surfaces, can
be easily reproduced by considering a 1D periodic potential
barrier that confines the itinerant charges in 1D wires.

We consider a two-dimensional (2D) super-lattice of
quantum stripes in the CuO2 planes of the cuprate super-
conductors made of stripes (U) with a finite 1D periodic po-
tential barrier due to stripes (D). The one electron potential
looks like barriers of width W , height Vb, and wells of width
L in the y direction with periodicity λp = L+W and is con-
stant along the x direction; it is expressed as

V (y) = −Vb

∞∑

m=−∞
θ

(
W

2
− |mλp − y|

)
(1)

The electron effective mass is m∗. The wave functions
and the electronic band structure are calculated solving the
eigenvalue Schrödinger equation.

− �
2

2m∗ ∇2ψ(x, y) + V (y)ψ(x, y) = Eψ(x,y)

(2)
ψn,kx,ky(x, y) = eikxψn,ky(y)

The eigenvalues are labeled by three quantum number E =
εn(kx, ky) where n is the subband index, kx and ky are the
electron wave vector in the 2D superlattice.
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Fig. 2 Lower panel: The partial DOS of the first 1D subband (open
squares, blue color on line) and of the second 2D subband (filled dots,
red color on line) as a function of the Lifshitz energy parameter. Upper
panel: the effect of 2.5 Lifshitz transition on the Fermi surface showing
the evolution of the electron-circular Fermi surface at the point of the
chemical potential 1,2,3 indicated in the lower panel

Let us assume that below doping δ = 1/8 the chemi-
cal potential is tuned below the second subband so that the
Fermi surface shown in Fig. 1 is made of open weakly cor-
rugated open lines (blue lines). This regime simulate the 1D
metal in the doping range 1/16 < δ < 1/8 with a DOS typi-
cal of a 1D metal.

The appearing of a second circular electron like Fermi
surface at δ = 1/18 is simulated assuming a finite poten-
tial barrier. In fact increasing the chemical potential μ we
reach the “2.5 Lifshitz transition” at the bottom of the sec-
ond band where μ = Eedge. At this critical point, a new 2D
closed circular electron-like Fermi surfaces appears as in-
dicated by the red spots in Fig. 1. The DOS as function of
μ shows a jump at Eedge as shown in Fig. 2. This critical
point simulates the experimental 2.5 Lifshitz transition ob-
served in the quantum oscillation experiments [1, 2] at dop-
ing δ = PL = 1/8.

This approach provides a model for the evolution of the
Fermi surface (FS) topology in the range 1/8 < δ < 3/16.
In fact, for μ > Eedge the DOS increases with the chemical
potential and the radius of the Fermi surface increases. At
this point, there is second topological critical point where
the second closed FS open up and form a second 1D Fermi
surface called the 2D–1D electronic topological transition
(ETT).

For further doping 3/16 < δ < 4/16, the system is far
from the Mott phase and it can be modeled by a decreasing
potential barrier amplitude with increasing doping so that
for δ = 4/16 (P∗), the Fermi surface becomes a large 2D
Fermi surface with a zero potential barriers for the superlat-
tice of stripes.

We consider the presence of an attractive electron-
electron (e–e) effective interaction giving Cooper pairs
within each Fermi surface involving an energy region ω0

around the Fermi level

Vnn′
(
k, k′) = −V unn′

(
ky, k

′
y

)
ϑ

(
ω0 − ∣∣εn(k) − εF

∣∣)

× ϑ
(
ω0 − ∣∣εn′

(
k′) − εF

∣∣) (3)

where the function unn′(ky, k
′
y) is the overlapping integral

between the electron pair wave function, Vnn′(k, k′) is the
strength of the interaction and k = (kx, ky).

Within the BCS theory, we evaluate the critical tempera-
ture Tc numerically solving the BCS multigap equation


n(k) = − 1

Nn′k′
Vnn′

(
k, k′) tgh(

ξn(k′)
2Tc

)

2ξn′(k′)

n′

(
k′) (4)

where ξn(k) = εn(k) − εF. The isotope exponent is de-
fined as α = −∂ lnTc/∂ lnM and assuming that the cut-
off energy for the interaction is connected with the iso-
topic mass by ω0 ∝ M−1/2. Therefore, we can write α =
1/2(∂ lnTc/∂ lnω0) assuming a phonon pairing.

3 The Isotope Effect at the 2.5 Lifshitz Transition

The isotope effect in multigap superconductivity has been
recently discussed [44] and it has been shown that it can
show large deviations from the standard one-band super-
conductivity. While in previous studies the assumption of
a Fermi level far from a band edge was taken, here we pro-
vide the calculation of the isotope effect in a multi-band su-
perconductor near a band edge.

To solve the problem, we start from the solution of the
Schrödinger equation, for the 1D periodic potential barrier
to obtain the wave-function of the electrons with a free-
electron band dispersion along the lattice stripe direction
and tight-binding sub-bands in the transversal direction.

The electron density of states (DOS) as a function of the
chemical potential shows portions with the 1D power law
1/(E−En)1/2 behavior well above the band edge each sub-
band of the superlattice where the electron wave function
is one dimensional. In the energy range between each band
edge and the 2D-1D ETT 1D, the electron wave-function
has a 2D character as shown in Fig. 2.

We compute the critical temperature Tc of the super-
conductive transition solving by iteration the BCS equation
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Fig. 3 Lower panel: The superconducting critical temperature as a
function of the Lifshitz energy parameter showing the minimum at
z = −1 due to negative interference effect in the Fano resonance called
antiresonance; Upper panel: the gap ratio 2
/Tc for the gap in the first
subband (gap(1)) and in the second subband (gap(2))

(4) until a convergence fixed at 10−6, starting with a trial
temperature T1 and finding the Tc by the Newton tangent
method. We obtain the Tc for different values of the bulk
coupling, defined as λ = Nn→∞(εF) V where Nn→∞(εF)

is the DOS of a 2D free electron gas and the values for
λ are chosen in the weak—intermediate coupling region
(λ = 1/3). The Tc is evaluated as a function of the chem-
ical potential μ in the proximity in the edge of the 2nd sub-
band. We obtain minimum Tc when μ is approaching the 2.5
Lifshitz transition for the appearance of the 2nd subband as
shown in Fig. 3.

In this work, we focus on the antiresonance effect that
suppresses the critical temperature at the Lifshitz critical
point for the appearing of the second circular Fermi surface.
This negative interference effect in the pair transfer between
the two condensates produces a minimum in the supercon-
ducting critical temperature that we call Fano antiresonance.
We assign the experimental decrease of Tc at PL = 1/8 in
cuprates to the 2.5 Lifshitz transition at z = 0. The calcu-
lation indicates also a relevant different gap ratio from the
standard value 2
/Tc = 3.5 for the single band BCS theory
with the chemical potential far away from the band edge as
shown in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 4, we report the calculated isotope exponent α(z).
We show the results of the calculations using experimental
constraints on the nature of pairing interaction in the intra-
band Cooper paring and in the “pair transfer” “Josephson-
like” term, called also “interband pairing” channel.

Fig. 4 The isotope coefficient (α) as a function of Lifshitz energy
parameter z with the isotope effect (I.E.) acting differently in the in-
traband Cooper-pairing and in the “interband pairing” Josephson-like
channels. Lower panel: the variation of α as a function of Lifshitz pa-
rameter when the isotope effect is in action only in the intraband 1
(diamonds, blue color online) or intraband 2 (dots, black color online)
channels and for both intraband pairing (filled squares, red color on-
line). Upper panel: the behavior of α when the I.E. is acting only on
the interband paring (open dots, violet color online) and when the iso-
tope effect is present in all channels (filed squares, red color online)

Figure 4 shows that the calculated isotopic exponent
α(z), as a function of the Lifshitz parameter z that strongly
deviates from the standard BCS value αBCS = 0.5 approach-
ing the 2.5 Lifshitz transition while the isotope coefficient is
nearly 0.5 far away from the band edge. The Shape reso-
nance in the superconducting gaps that is a type of Fano res-
onance occurs at |E − E2a| < ω0 (where E is the chemical
potential and E2a the bottom edge of the second band), i.e.,
at z = 0 where we find large deviations of α(z) from 0.5.
The isotope coefficient (IC) is 0.5 for z < 0 and decreases
at z = 0 when the isotope effect is present only in the first
intraband pairing interaction. At the resonance, there is a
smooth decrease at E −E2a = ω0 and if the isotope effect is
in action only in the second subband but not in the first one,
the IC shows a smooth increase with threshold at z = 0.

Therefore, in the case where the IE is in action in both
intraband pairing channels, but not in the exchange like
“Josephson-like” “interband pairing” we obtain the maxi-
mum of the isotope coefficient at z = 0. Therefore, at the 2.5
Lifshitz transition for the appearance of the second circular
Fermi surface, i.e., at the band edge of the second subband
E −E2a = ω0 we find a maximum of the isotope coefficient.

These results allow us to understand if the I.E. is acting in
specific pairing channels in multicondensate superconduc-
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tors by looking to experimental isotope exponent α data for
different doping values. This information is very important
in order to identify the interplay of phononic or electronic
pairing channels in different Fermi surface spots.

4 Conclusions

Starting from a model of structural striped matter made of
a superlattice of metallic quantum stripes, we have studied
the behavior of the critical temperature Tc and the isotope
effect α of the superconducting phase as a function of the
chemical potential near the 2.5 Lifshitz transition. When the
chemical potential μ is tuned near the 2.5 Lifshitz transition,
we find relevant deviations of the isotope exponent α(z) that
strongly dependent on the pairing channel where the I.E. is
in action.

We have provided a simple model that reproduces the
maximum of α(z) and suppression of Tc at PL where a new
electron-like small electron pocket appears in cuprates and
a similar scenario is possible in electron doped iron based
superconductors [50].
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